FLEET LIFECYCLE COST TOOL

Heather Davis
USDA Forest Service — Sustainable Operations
Purpose

- Environmental Management System reporting requirements
- Sustainability initiatives
  - FS Framework For Responding to Climate Change
    - Goal # 5: Sustainable Operations
  - Executive Orders: 13423 & 13514
- Vehicle Allocation Methodology

Creating Habits Today, Conserving Resources for Tomorrow
Functions

- Individual Vehicle Functions
  - Help identify all vehicles that will meet the needs of the user
  - GHG/cost comparisons of GSA available vehicles

- Unit Fleet Manager Functions
  - Unit wide GHG emissions
  - Assistance with fleet planning

- Forest/Zone/Regional/National Functions
  - GHG emission reports
  - Compare to previous years
  - Meet VAM reporting requirements
Timeline

- Phase 1: Individual vehicle recommendations
  - Specific to Highway vehicles
  - Due out SOON!!

- Phase 2: GHG emission calculations for non-highway vehicles
  - Summer 2010

- Phase 3: Unit-wide and up GHG emission calculations
  - Fall 2010

Creating Habits Today, Conserving Resources for Tomorrow
Questions or Comments:
Heather Davis
hadavis@fs.fed.us
(406) 587 - 6729
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